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UNDELETE ROCKS AT FINANCIAL SITES              

 
 
“Undelete rocks! We’ve been using it on our file servers for years.  Basically we backup to disk, then 

backup to tape (B2D2T) as well; however, when you are talking about a storage array with multi-TBs 

of data, it becomes more difficult to find windows where retrieving a single file from disk or tape is 

even possible during that window. I don’t even have to monkey with the backup systems.  I get as 

much detail from the user as I can and pop the file back in place. 

 

“Undelete is priced right, its overhead is low, and it couldn’t be easier to install and use… so what’s 

not to be enthusiastic about?  How often do you come across software that actually works so well?” 

 
A Thomas Cammarota, Operations Manager, XL Group 

 
 

“I could not imagine running my shop without Undelete on my fileservers. There is no predicting how 

inventive a user can be at deleting data that shouldn’t be deleted. Using Undelete is far faster than 

grabbing something from the last backup. 

  

“We have made use of the version capability of Undelete as often a user will save over a good file 

with a bad file, and by going back a version (which cannot be done with daily backups) we have 

saved many hours of labor.  

 

“We bought Undelete years back and it’s been a stable product that does exactly what you need it to 

do, exactly like you want.” 

  
Jim Richardson, IT Director, Liberty Global Inc.       #255 Fortune list 

 
 
“We run Diskeeper and Undelete with InvisiTasking on our file servers which are all on VMWare ESX. 

As we use Undelete on two files servers that have been virtualized, we have had it installed both pre 

and post virtualization and have experienced no difference in the performance of Undelete. The 

product is an active part of our file and directory restores and makes our system work A LOT easier!” 

 
D. Arell Chapman, AVP Network Administration, United Bankcorp 

 
 
“The Undelete software has been a big help for our company. It allows us to restore up to one month 

without having to recall tapes which can be expensive and take time that we just don’t have.  The 

fact that we can see who deleted the file and that it can keep multiple copies in case someone 

overrides by accident is also a big plus. We have been tremendously happy with Undelete.” 

 

Thomas J. Mrazek, IT Director, GlobeOp Financial Services 

 


